The Goading of Iran
Introduction
Israel acts like it rules the world, and in many senses it does dominate world affairs
through America. Israel wants war in the Middle East, particularly against Lebanon, Syria
and Iran, and is plunging the world into very dangerous waters – yet the west blithely
accepts its aggressive illegal actions.
Lets look at recent events with more care than the mainstream news.

Israel’s latest air attack on Syria1
Israel’s attacks
Israel attacked Iranian positions in Syria on 10 May killing servicemen, destroying bases
and residential homes.
The supposed cause of this was a claimed Iranian attack on Israeli positions on the Golan
Heights. This is a lie. Iran was not involved.
The missile attack on the Golan Heights was conducted by Syria in retaliation to Israeli
missile attacks on Syria. Israel acted belligerently first. In fact it has illegally attacked Syria
multiple times over the last four years, supports ISIS training camps near it borders 2 and
succours wounded ISIS fighters.3
While Syria is actively fighting ISIS terrorists, Israel acts as air-support for ISIS and strikes
Syria’s military positions. Illegal US-led missile strikes on Syria have also targeted those
military positions that were most active fighting ISIS. Britain, France, the US and Israel
support ISIS while Russia, Syria and Iran are opposed to ISIS. This is the opposite of what
the western media report.
Israel attacked a Syrian city called Ba’ath in the Golan Heights. An Israeli journalist
reported this on Twitter at the time (9 May):
Sources in Qunettra are telling me Israeli tanks stationed in the occupied Golan are
shelling regime military targets in Baath City, northern Qunettra. … Sources are telling
me Israel fired first.

Elizabeth Tsurkov
A small piece hidden in the small print in the New York Times on 10 May confirmed this:
Iran’s rocket attack against Israel came after what appeared to have been an Israeli
missile strike against a village in the Syrian Golan Heights late on Wednesday.4
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Syria retaliated to the Israeli attack by firing 20 MRLs5 at several Israeli military positions.
It should be remembered that Israel illegally occupies the Golan Heights, which is Syrian
land. It has done this since the 6-Day War. Syrian families in villages under Israeli
occupation have been separated from their families and the rest of Syria.
After Syria’s retaliation, Israel fired at Syrian military positions in Damascus. It destroyed
one of its Pantsir air defence systems killing Lt. Colonel Ayham habib. The media claims
that this was an Iranian position.
The claims are that Israel successfully struck 50 targets from more than 20 F-15s in
southern Syria. The BBC headline was, ‘Israel strikes Iranian targets in Syria in response to
rocket fire’ (10 May 2018). The copy said, ‘Israel says it has struck almost all of Iran’s military
infrastructure inside Syria in it biggest assault since the start of the civil war’. Israel stated that
fighter missiles struck 70 military targets. Syria affirmed that its defence systems
destroyed ‘a large part’ of the missile barrage. The Syrian Observatory reported that 23
people were killed including five Syrian soldiers and 18 allied fighters. Russia reported that
Israel fired 60 air-to-surface missiles and ten surface-to-surface missiles but more than
half were shot down with decades old defence systems. It was the biggest Israeli attack on
Syria since 1974.
Background to the Golan Heights
 Israel occupied most of the Golan Heights in the 1967 Middle East War.
 It then annexed this land illegally. This has not been recognised internationally.
 The UN has observers in the northern part of the Golan including Quneitra (Qunettra).
 The global elite have control of the Syrian oilfields in the Golan run by the Genie
Energy corporation. Trump’s son-in-law, Kushner, is one of the beneficiaries. Other
board members include: Dick Cheney (former US Vice President), Jacob Rothschild,
Rupert Murdoch and James Woolsey (Ex CIA director).
What is going on?
Israel desperately wants regime change in Syria in order to annex large parts of it as well as
destroying the regime in Iran. These have been long-term plans since before the 1980s.
False flags, such as chemical attacks, have so far failed to initiate an all out western war
against Syria and Iran had been compliant with Barack Obama’s Iran deal. Frustrated,
Israel is trying everything possible to start a war with Iran and to incrementally damage
Syria’s defences in continual air strikes.
Thus the rhetoric of the media (controlled by Zionists) is that Iran attacked the Golan and
Israel attacked Iranian positions in Syria. This ramps up war fever and provokes both Iran
and Syria. Putin has remained incredibly patient to the point of frustration for supporters
of Syria against Israeli aggression.6
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There are various speculations about why. These include: 1) Putin does not want to foot the huge bill for
new systems and not get paid for it (as happened before, e.g. in 1967). 2) New defence systems would destroy
multiple Israel fighter-bomber planes and this could provoke a world war. 3) Since Israel has used deception
to avoid Syrian air defences by mimicking American transponder signals, there would be a danger of Russia
destroying US bombers by mistake and again starting a world war. Putin is in a very delicate position.
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The US-Iran deal
The sane position about the Middle East complexities is that there should be a balance of
power. No one state should have superior military capabilities for there to be any chance of
peace.
Sadly, this is not the case. Israel is the 6th largest nuclear weapon power on earth having an
estimated 300-400 nuclear missiles. The belligerent threat in the Middle East is not Iran
but Israel. Israel repeatedly conducts illegal air strikes (e.g. Syria, Gaza, Iraq), has illegally
started wars (e.g. Lebanon), has supported ISIS, supports an apartheid social system,
persecutes Palestinians who owned the land Israel stole, initiates US warmongering
foreign policy through Zionist Neocons and powerful lobbies, has more UN resolutions
against it than any other nation, and this belligerent, aggressive nation has nuclear missiles
which it refuses to acknowledge exist.
Even if Iran was pursuing a nuclear weapons programme, why would that be unfair? It
would balance power. Why is there not a furore that Pakistan has nuclear weapons when it
has been the safe home of multiple state-sponsored jihadi terrorists? Why is there
international outrage regarding Iran when it isn’t even pursuing nuclear military
technology?
Iran’s nuclear situation
It has been confirmed multiple times that Iran does not have a nuclear missile programme
and has not since at least 2009.
 The UN’s IAEA7 has stated this several times.
 The US intelligence community has also confirmed that Iran does not have a nuclear
weapons programme.
 Israel’s Mossad has also stated that, Iran was ‘not performing the activity necessary to
produce weapons’.8
Hostile actions against Iran
Despite no evidence of any nuclear missile programme, the US and Israel have initiated
multiple hostile actions against Iran.
They launched a cyber war against it featuring such programmes as Nitro-Zeus, which
included Stuxnet, developed by the US and Israel to target Iran’s nuclear enrichment
facility at Natans, which it lost control of.
Economic sanctions have been applied for years including removing Iranian banks from
the SWIFT network.
The CIA planted evidence of nuclear weapons to try to force the IAEA to review their
conclusions about a nuclear weapons programme.
Israeli claims
Donald Trump has pulled out of Obama’s nuclear deal with Iran and instigated severe
sanctions.
This was based upon supposed intelligence reports that were theatrically explained
recently (30 April 2018) by Benyamin Netanyahu in a presentation filled with props and
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melodrama. In fact, no new evidence was provided in the speech whatsoever. Not only
that, it was filled with lies and misrepresentation. The intended audience was not the world
but Donald Trump; its goal, to kill the Iran deal. The problem was that Netanyahu gave no
proof for what he claimed, indeed he contradicted UN weapons inspectors, but the simple
diagrams and props were just what Trump needed to get his message.
Essentially, Netanyahu claims that Iran is actively developing nuclear warheads and is
about to complete stage two of three stages. Israel demands action to stop this
immediately.
The great irony is that Iran has continually lobbied to make the Middle East a nuclear free
zone. This was first proposed by the Shah of Iran and later proposed in a UN resolution.
Various Iranian presidents also proposed this afterwards, which the west has never
acknowledged.
Netanyahu’s history of blatant lies
In 2002 Netanyahu gave a theatrical speech in America9 insisting that there was no doubt
whatsoever, and intelligence and defector reports confirmed it, that Iraq was actively
building nuclear weapons to add to its existing chemical and biological weapons. He
claimed that Russia and North Korea were supporting Iraq in this. He stated that not only
was Israel threatened by this but the whole world was in danger and terrorists would gain
atom bombs.10
It was this rhetoric that drove America into the Iraq War, which killed over a million Iraqi
civilians. When David Kelly, one of the most senior UN weapons inspectors, cast doubts
upon this he was immediately murdered.11
We now know for certain that everything Netanyahu affirmed was a complete pack of lies. 12
What he did was lie to America to get rid of an enemy of Israel, Saddam Hussein, allowing
Zionist corporations to gain control of the oil fields. Many US soldiers died, were injured or
committed suicide to achieve this political aim.
Every few years13 Netanyahu has repeated his claims that Iran is actively pursuing a
weapons programme. Again the warning is of imminent danger to the world. Time and
again history proved that Netanyahu lied. The recent graphic presentation is just another
set of lies using the same rhetoric and even the same diagrams.
The 2015 Iran deal
The first thing to say about this is that it is not a deal. The US State department has
confirmed that no official deal was ever signed. It was an accord whereby Iran agreed to
not pursue warhead technology for relief from sanctions and freeing up billions in oil
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12 For video clips of Netanyahu’s speeches see YouTube, Blackstone Intelligence Network, ‘The truth about
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13 E.g. 2006 speech to United Jewish Communities General Assembly; history showed that this was false.
Another speech in 2008 again affirmed this. 2012 speech at United Nations stating that Iran was a few
months away from completing its first nuclear bomb, using the same diagrams as recently. History again
showed that this was false. There were more speeches saying nuclear bombs were imminent in 2015.
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revenue and frozen assets. It is officially known as ‘the Iran nuclear deal framework’, a
preliminary framework agreement reached in 2015 between Iran and the P5+1.14
Iran fully complied with the terms of this accord, which was verified by the IAEA. The most
esteemed weapons inspectors made multiple visits and found nothing sinister. Iran has no
nuclear weapons programme. Netanyahu always opposed the agreement. In fact he was
livid, saying in 2015 ‘the land all around us is trembling. The greatest threat to our future and our
security is, and will remain, Iran’s attempt to arm itself with nuclear weapons ’.15 Netanyahu was
determined to get America to break this deal; Trump has complied. Netanyahu knew this
in advance and told his mother that this would happen; that Trump would acquiesce. 16
The termination of this accord is very serious. It gives Iran no hope for any trust in the
west. Forging peaceful agreements with America just results in treachery. 17 Other nations
will be also watching this, like North Korea. America has made a very big mistake – by
doing what Israel demanded.
Israeli nuclear weapons18
 Israel is not a signatory to the Nuclear Non Proliferation Weapons Treaty.
 It does not allow IAEA inspections of its nuclear arsenals.
 It refuses to officially acknowledge its weapons capability.
 It has refused the attempt for an international treaty recognising a nuclear-free zone in
the Middle East.
Israel pursued a nuclear programme from its inception, building a nuclear processing
plant in Damona in the Negev with British and French aid in the 1950s. In the mid-1950s it
built its first nuclear warhead and began stockpiling weapons from the late 1959 - early
1960s.
Shimon Perez negotiated with the French to buy a nuclear reactor like theirs. Fearing a
nuclear arms race in the Middle East, US President JF Kennedy met with Ben Gurion who
lied, stating that the reactor was for peaceful purposes. When JFK demanded inspections,
Israel deceived the inspectors in 1961 by bricking up doors and lift shafts and hiding six
sub basements where the development was taking place and plutonium was being made.
The Israelis celebrated this deception. After JFK was assassinated, Lyndon Johnson
acquiesced and turned a blind eye. After Golda Meir 19 negotiated with Richard Nixon, he,
and every other subsequent US president accepted the nuclear developments as long as
they were hidden from the public (‘nuclear ambiguity’).
In 1986 the public became aware of all this when the Sunday Times ran the headline,
‘Revealed: the secrets of Israel’s nuclear arsenal’, with photographic proof supplied by
Mordecai Vanunu, a former technician at the Damona facility. Vanunu had abandoned
Judaism and converted to Christianity. Vanunu was kidnapped by Mossad in Italy in 1986,
was tortured and spent 18 years in a Jewish prison.
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Israel’s nuclear developments were aided by a Zionist nuclear smuggling ring based in
America. Technologies were stolen from America by Jews with Benyamin Netanyahu being
one of the key participants who smuggled vital nuclear triggers (krytrons). Yes, the current
Prime Minister of Israel was a criminal smuggler who stole nuclear technology from
America.20 Other key smugglers include Hollywood producers, such as Amon Milchan who
produced the film ‘Pretty Woman’.
Israeli Zionists were also prominent in giving nuclear secrets to Pakistan.
Interim conclusion
Israel has nuclear missiles, Iran does not. Israel is building up its stockpiles; Iran has no
weapons programme. Netanyahu aided Israel’s development by stealing technology from
America and smuggling items to Israel, for which he should be in prison. Iran fully
complied with the Iran deal of 2015, which Netanyahu hated and conspired to end. Now
Trump has pulled out of the deal, doing the bidding of Netanyahu, and reapplied sanctions
to Iran.
This tells the world that it is useless forging any agreement with the USA. It teaches
nations that they should pursue their own weapons programme to achieve a balance of
power with Israel.
Note the nations that complied with US-led demands about weapons of mass destruction:
 Iraq – got rid of all its WMD and was subsequently sanctioned and then invaded and
destroyed and the regime changed.
 Libya – got rid of its WMD and was subsequently the victim of NATO missile strikes
and a proxy jihadi rebellion leading to regime change and the ruination of a prosperous
state.
 Syria – got rid of its chemical weapons after pressure from Russia to comply with
western demands. The result was that America and Britain gave chemical weapons to
the jihadi groups who used them in chemical attacks on civilians and troops on more
than 50 occasions and framed Assad resulting in two sets of American missile strikes
and multiple Israeli air-strikes.
This teaches North Korea to keep its nuclear arsenal and Iran to get one as quick a
possible. The west is run by psychotic people.
Are not Israeli pre-emptive strikes a natural defence?
Zionists claim that they are surrounded by nations that want them dead and cite Iranian
leaders who have threatened to drive all Jews into the sea. Therefore, pre-emptive strikes
and a secret nuclear arsenal are necessary defences.
It is true that some zealots have used such rhetoric; but this is hardly surprising
considering the actions of the Jewish State towards Palestinians (which include Christians)
since 1948. This has included murder, assassinations, massacres of entire villages, missile
strikes on residential areas and hospitals in Gaza, terrorism led by people later to become
politicians and Prime Ministers, land theft, apartheid, killing of innocent children
protesting and much more.21 The Middle East crisis, lasting decades, did not exist until
20 See research
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Israel was created based upon lies, conspiracies and two world wars. Before the State of
Israel, Muslims and Jews lived in Palestine in peace and harmony.
Furthermore, prominent Israeli leaders, including politicians, have said exactly the same,
wishing to kill entire populations, such as Iranians. The fact is that both sides hate each
other.
However, only one side has continually conducted unprovoked illegal air-strikes on foreign
sovereign nations (Iraq, Gaza, Syria). Only one side succours ISIS. Only one side
formulated a plan in the 1980s (Yinon Plan) to destabilise the Middle East and fragment
Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Yemen and Iran in order to achieve a ‘Greater Israel’.22 Only one side
is supported by the power of the US and NATO with the greatest military spending in the
whole world.23 Only one side controls virtually all western media outlets and fills the west
with Zionist propaganda to support its illegal actions. Only one side has a secret service
that is embedded within and allied with all the major western intelligence services. Only
one side controls the politics of America. Only one side controls the world’s banks and
financial institutions. Only one has publicly threatened to kill the democratically elected
leader of a foreign country (Assad).24 Only one side provoked two wars in Lebanon.25 We
could go on.
Imagine the reaction if France were to launch a series of combat aircraft missile strikes on
Sussex, killing civilians as well as military personnel? There would be immediate all out
war with England and her allies attacking France. Well Israel has done such things
repeatedly with no reaction from the west. Recently it has launched missile strikes on Syria
almost weekly and has conducted air-strikes for over four years. No one in the west cares!

Conclusion
In order to understand Israel’s tactics you must understand its foundations, which are
based on Luciferian ethics.
The key foundation is deceit. This is recognised in the motto of the Mossad (secret police)
which is, ‘by deception conquer’. This has been the hallmark of many Mossad operations,
which have used false flags to trigger foreign policies.
Also typical of Mossad is committing false flag attacks against its own allies and
supporters, such as America. Just one example of this is the terrible attack of the USS
Liberty resulting in the deliberate murder (including strafing of survivors in the sea) of a
Israel soldier was injured. The Talmud allows Jews to kill Gentiles without punishment. The claim of
Netanyahu that Jerusalem has been the capital of Israel for 3,000 years is an utter lie. It was the capital of a
united Israel for about 200 years. It was the capital of Judah (not Israel) from the divided monarchy (931) to
586, (345 years). Jerusalem has been under the control of Jebusites, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Greece, Rome,
various Muslim clans and the Ottomans for far longer than Israel.
22 This became US foreign policy through the Project for the New American Century and spawned the war on
terror.
23 The US alone spend more on the military than all other nations added together.
24 E.g. energy minister Yuval Steinitz.
25 ‘Operation Peace for Galilee’, began with an Israel invasion of Lebanon by the IDF in 1982. This was the
First Lebanon War. Israel occupied portions of Lebanon until 2000; after that it violated Lebanese airspace
and maritime sovereignty almost daily. The ‘Shebaa farms’, comprising several villages, are still under Israeli
occupation. The second, in 2006 only lasted a few weeks and was essentially between Israel and Hezbollah
caused by Israel’s previous violations of Lebanon’s territorial integrity. Outnumbered Hezbollah forces held
off Israeli military until a peace accord was initiated.
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number of American sailors. Israel’s guilt in this is now firmly established and it now says
that it was an accident (after previously denying it). However, many other false flags are
yet to be exposed; for example many investigators firmly believe that Mossad had a key
role in the controlled demolition of the Twin Towers and WTC 7 on 9/11.26
Mossad’s motto is no surprise because Israel’s leadership is dominated by Talmudic
Judaism, which is based upon Luciferianism.27 The Babylonian Talmud openly advocates,
nay demands, that Jews deceive Gentiles and take full advantage of them, even to the point
of stealing from them and killing them. Goys (Gentiles) are stated to be like cattle or the
dust in the scales compared to Jews, who are to rule the world. Gentile women (Shiksas)
are free to be raped.
Deception has, therefore, been a continual feature of Israeli actions for decades and the
current hypocrisy of Netanyahu castigating an innocent Iran for doing what both he and
his country have been doing since the 1950s is typical of Talmudic Jewish character. 28
If America does not change its total commitment to Israeli foreign policy demands, the
result will eventually be war, and probably world war.
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There is not a shadow of doubt that the buildings did not collapse as a result of aeroplane crashes.
The Talmud was written by the enemies of Jesus, the Pharisees, and openly reverses the Law of Moses. It
contains the worst blasphemies against Christ and teaches Jews to commit the worst sins: murder, incest and
paedophilia, as well as lying, adultery, fornication, misogyny, forgery, perjury, theft, slander, and much more.
It is the most satanic of the major religions. Forms of Judaism, such as Kabbala or Sabbateanism, are openly
satanic and Luciferian, teaching magic, superstition, phallus worship and serpent worship. Many of the
global elite are Sabbateans believing that by filling the world with evil they will bring about the messiah,
considered as Jews ruling the world corporately.
28 Not all Jews are Talmudic Jews or Zionists. There are many Jews opposed to Zionism and the Jewish
State, plus many others that are devoted to the Law of Moses (‘Torah Jews’). The problem isn’t all Jews
(indeed, many are secular) but Zionists and Talmudic Jews. Many of the global elite are Zionists and
Talmudic Jews.
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